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The 3rd Universal 
Seonghwa Memorial

The Victory Celebration for the Universal Seonghwa 3rd 
Anniversary was held on the 18th day of the 7th month by 
the heavenly calendar (August 31) in the Chapel on the 
2nd floor of Cheon Jeong Gung Palace, with True Parents. 
The Ceremony was attended by 500 people, including 
members of the True Family, Special Emissaries, Regional 
Presidents, other church leaders from around the world, 
and senior staff from providential organizations.

Appreciation for the devotion and hard 
work for the Universal Seonghwa 3rd 

Anniversary

True Mother's message at the celebration was one 
of encouragement, "Thank you very much for all the 
sincere devotion and hard work all of you have done in 
preparing the Universal Seonghwa 3rd Anniversary. As I 
said yesterday, as blessed families you must all fulfill your 
responsibility while you are living on this earth to become 
filial sons and daughters and loyal citizens who remember 
True Father. All of you promised to True Father yesterday 
that you would do this."
She asked, "Today, since we are having a victory 
celebration, shall I sing a song?" and all of the leaders 
gathered from around the world enthusiastically shouted, 
"Yes, Mother!" True Mother smiled at them and said, 
"If we are going to make one united world, we need to 
use a united language, so what you have to say is not 
'Yes, Mother!' but 'Ye, Omonim!'" stressing again the 
importance of studying Korean, and her comment was 
answered with warm applause.
She shared further about the bright future of the Unification 
movement, "During these past few years, my heart has been 
rather heavy, but today I feel that weight has been lifted, and 
my heart is light and happy. As you heard in the reports, I have 
seen the passion of more than 3,500 youths and students, our 
future leaders. In particular, meeting the 200 young people 
who attended the Top Gun Workshop gave me great hope. 
They will be the central leadership to guide the worldwide 
providence in the future.
In closing, True Mother offered a prayer for those gathered, 
"The dream of our Heavenly Parent, and the dream of True 

Parents is that the 7 billion people of this earth can become one 
family attending True Parents. This is the mission that all of you 
who have received the Blessing and you leaders must certainly 
fulfill. It is my hope and request that before the last day of your 
lives, all of you must become the kind of proud children who 
can say 'I have completed everything.'"
After she had finished her speech, True Mother called the 
people who had given reports to come forward, and she 
sang "Saranghae Abonim" with seven of them.

3rd Anniversary Victory Reports from 

Providential Organizations
The celebration was led by Song Yong-cheon of the 
Universal Seonghwa 3rd Anniversary committee, who 
guided those gathered through True Parents' entrance, 
the cake cutting, presentation of bouquets, bows of 
respect, report prayer by Lu Kyeng Seuk, of the joint 
preparation committee, presentation of gifts, victory 
reports by providential organizations, True Parents' 
speech, and three cheers of Og Mansei led by joint 
committee member Ahn Jun-Seok.
In his report prayer, Lu Kyeng Seuk, after reporting on 
the providential meanings of the Sunhak Peace Prize, 
World Summit 2015, Peace Road 2015 and other 
important events held to commemorate the Universal 
Seonghwa 3rd Anniversary, prayed with deep gratitute, 
"Please remember all of the members of the Unification 
movement who have offered their sweat and devotion 
behind all of these victories in order to in order to show 
True Parents' will and victorious achievements at this 
Universal Seonghwa 3rd Anniversary. More than anything 
else, please let us always remember True Mother's tears 
and devotion, which are known only to heaven and which 
can be consoled only by heaven as she stands in her 
providential role," thanking True Mother for the bright 
and clear light that she brings as she leads the providence 
'with unending devotion'.
Following Rev. Lu's prayer, the regional presidents 
presented gifts to True Mother representing their areas. 
The representative of FFWPU Korea was first, followed by 
representatives from Japan, Asia, North America, Central 

America, South America, Europe, the Middle East, Oceania, 
Africa, Northeast Continent, and China, each presenting gifts 
with an attitude of devotion and attendance.
Due to a shortage of time, reports were heard from only 
seven representative providential organizations. Reports 
were heard from the International Headquarters (Cho 
Seong-il, Secretary General), FFWPU Korea (Lu Kyeng 
Seuk, President), FFWPU Japan (Song Yong-cheon, 
President for Unification movement in Japan), Sunhak 
Peace Prize and World Summit (Thomas Walsh, UPF 
International President), Peace Road (Sohn Byeong-ho, 

Chairman), Publication of Chambumo Gyeong (Kim 
Seok-byeong, President), Media Activities (Ahn Ho-yeol, 
Executive Director of the Foundation). As he finished his 
report on activities in Japan, President Song Yong-cheon 
reported that on August 26, the Japanese government 
had finally approved the application to change the name 
of the church to Family Federation for World Peace and 
Unification as an official registered religious organization, 
and this news was greeted with loud cheers from those in 
attendance.

<Report provided by Planning and PR Department>

1. True Mother conveying her message 
2. True Mother cutting the victory celebration cake 
3. True Mother and representative leaders singing Saranghe Tangshin-ul (Father)
4. Chairman Ryu of FFWPU-Korea giving a victory report 
5. Chairman Song Yong-cheon of Japan giving a victory report 
6. Secretary-general Cho Seong-il of FFWPUI giving a victory report 
7. A complete view of the Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial 
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Victory Celebration for the 3rd Anniversary of the Universal Seonghwa of 
Sun Myung Moon, True Parent of Heaven, Earth and Humankind

True Parents' Prayer "Become Proud Children who Fulfill Their Responsibility Until the Last Day of Their Lives"
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The Cheon Il Guk Scripture Compilation Committee of the Family 
Federation for World Peace and Reunification (FFWPU) hosted a 
Chambumo Gyeong Publication Ceremony for Chambumo Gyeong 
on the 19th day of the 7th month (September 1) at the main hall at the 
Cheongpyeong Heaven and Earth Training Center, with 900 people in 
attendance, including True Mother and FFWPU International President 
Moon Sun-jin with her husband, Park In-seop.

Emphasizing the importance of scriptures, 
appreciating the work of the scripture compilation 
committee
In True Mother's address at the Chambumo Gyeong publication 
ceremony, she offered some works of reflection, "At this publication 
ceremony that is part of the 3rd Anniversary of the Universal Seonghwa, 
let us offer our deep appreciation for his many years of hard work to True 
Father, who has now entrusted the work to those of us here on the earth, 
and after his consolation and greeting to our Heavenly Parent at the Bon 
Hyang Won, has entreated us to to be continue freely."
Regarding the scriptures, she shared, "I congratulate you that today, 
with the completion of Chambumo Gyeong, the three Cheon Il Guk 
scriptures have now been completed in three languages. This is 
indeed a day for thanksgiving. I would like to thank all the members 
of the committee, the professors, and everybody else who worked on 
Chambumo Gyeong, of course, and indeed, on the compilation of all 
three scriptures. Congratulations."
She continued, "The beginning and end of Heaven are one and the same. 
The goal of our Heavenly Parent is the same as the goal of True Parents. 
Because of this, True Parents' words are also the same from the beginning 
up until now. It may be that things were expressed a bit differently at 
different times to suit the time that they were spoken, but the central points 
are exactly the same. This is because the goals of Our Heavenly Parent 
and True Parents are the same. There are many scriptural works, but the 
Three Cheon Il Guk Scriptures contain the essence of True Parents' entire 
providential history. The are an extract. They are like a perfect jewel to 
which nothing needs to be added or subtracted."
In conclusion, True Mother emphasized the importance of the 
scriptures, "You must understand that for the three years following the 
Universal Seonghwa, this work has continued in order to convey the love 
of our Heavenly Parent and True Parents, and their desire to embrace 
each one of you and all of humanity. That is why nothing can be added or 
taken from these scriptures. They are our core. Nobody can change that. 
They are perfect. " (Cont'd on page 3)

1. True Mother speaking 
2. International President Moon Sun-jin and Vice-President Park In-sup dedicating 
Cham Bumo Gyeong to True Parents 
3. All the thirteen regional representatives that received copies of Cham Bumo Gyeong 
4. A full view of the Cham Bumo Gyeong publication ceremony 

True Parents Emphasize "The three scriptural works contain the essence of the entire providence, a core that should not be added to or subtracted from."
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Universal Seonghwa 3rd Anniversary Chambumo Gyeong Publication Ceremony
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The historical and providential value of the three scriptures 
The publication ceremony was presided over by Cho Gwang-myeong, the President 
of Cheongshim Graduate School of Theology, who served as MC and began with 
an opening declaration, a report prayer by Lu Kyeng Seuk, President of FFWPU 
Korea, a Hoondok scriptural reading by senior special assistant Jeong Won-ju, a 
commemorative speech by Kim Young-whi, Chairman of the Cheon Il guk Scripture 
Compilation Committee, a project report by Kim Seok-byeong, President of the 
History Compilation Committee, a publication message from Lee Jae-Seok, Vice 
Chairman of the Compilation Committee, a congratulatory message from Kim Min-ha, 
Chairman of the Segye Times, a presentation of bouquets, presentation of Chambumo 
Gyeong by International President Moon Sun-jin and her husband Park In-seop, a 
presentation of commemorative gifts by Tyler Hendricks, Chairman of the English 
Translation Committee  and his wife Son Dae-o, distribution of copies of Chambumo 
Gyeong to the 13 international regions, an address by True Mother, congratulatory 
rice cake cutting, victory toast by Japanese UC movement President Song Yong-cheon, 
a luncheon, congratulatory performance, three cheers of Og Mansei led by North 
American Regional President Kim Ki-hoon and a closing declaration.
In his report prayer, FFWPU Korea President Lu Kyeng Seuk entreated, "On June 10, 
2013 Cheon Seong Gyeong and Pyeong Hwa Gyeong were presented to True Parents, 
and after continuing to work with devotion after that, finally today we are sharing this 
publication ceremony when we are able to also present Chambumo Gyeong. From the 
birth of True Parents until True Father declared that everything was completed, about 
15,000 providential events were recorded and each one of them them is part of the 
history of forgiveness and love. Please reach out through Chambumo Gyeong, which 
records all of True Parents' lives, to all the members of the Unification movement and 7.5 

billion people of the world, and bring a history of repentance."
In his commemorative address, Kim Young Hwi, Chairman of the Compilation 
Committee said, "This ceremony today is a happy occasion because it marks the 
completion of the first stage of work through which we can convey True Parents' 
tradition and achievements, the compilation of the Cheon Il Guk scriptures." 
Emphasizing the book's historical and providential value, he said, "Cheonbumo 
Gyeong is like a jewel that contains the very core of the more than 700 volumes of 
proclamations, sermons and speeches that True Parents made in the course of their 
work in order to complete the providence of restoration in heaven and on earth. It is 
a final clear report on the blood, sweat and tears that True Parents have shed." 
He continued, "It gives me great joy that with the completion of the Cheon Il Guk 
scriptures, we now have much that we can pass on to humankind. When people receive 
True Parents words and live according them, it opens the path for them to follow True 
Parents' lives, so I hope that all of them will live their lives following True Parents' path."

A providential autobiography, pointing to the path for 
Cheon Il Guk citizens
In his project report, President Kim Seok-byeong shared, "Following True Parents' 
special direction and working under their attention and love, Chambumo Gyeong 
was compiled over a period of two years and seven months. Chambumo Gyeong is 
a providential autobiography, constructed with excerpts from True Parents' words 
and explanatory passages and a timeline, and will help the citizens of Cheon Il Guk 
to find the path they need to follow," following which he explained the process and 
principles that were followed in the compilation and the translation process. 
In his publication message, Lee Jae-seok, Vice Chairman of the Compilation 

Committee explained, "Chambumo Gyeong, as a scriptural work that contains 
True Parents' words and life course, is an incredible legacy that has been passed to 
humankind. As a testimony to how True Parents pioneered the path of restoration and 
brought victory, Chambumo Gyeong illuminates the path that humankind must follow. 
In addition, Chambumo Gyeong tells about True Parents' most recent and greatest 
accomplishments, such as Foundation Day, the day that marked the end of the history 
of the providence of restoration and the beginning of the age of Cheon Il Guk."
Segye Times Chairman Kim Min-ha's congratulatory address underscored the 
importance of the event and called on those gathered to take up their own tasks, 
"My congratulations on this Publication Ceremony for Chambumo Gyeong, which 
will convey True Parents' precious words and accomplishments for all eternity is 
truly a cause for celebration. I want to thank True Parents, who accomplished many 
important works with determination, as well as Kim Young-Hwi and the compilation 
committee for their efforts. Rev. and Mrs. Moon have gone through suffering and 
glory together worked throughout their entire lives, and even now they are working 
in unity to lead the providence. Let us complete our responsibility and mission, and 
become united as true children."
True Parents were presented with the first copy of the recently completed 
Chambumo Gyeong by International President Moon Sun-jin and Vice President 
Park In-seop, and then a commemorative gift from Tyler Hendricks, Chairman of 
the English Translation Committee and Vice Chairman, Son Dae-o. Following this, 
True Parents presented copies of Chambumo Gyeong to the Regional Presidents 
from Korea, Japan, North America, Central America, South America, Asia, China, 
the Middle East, Europe, Northeast Continent, West Africa, East Africa and 
Oceania. <Report provided by Planning and PR Department>

1. International President Moon Sun-jin and Vice-President Park In-sup dedicating 
Cham Bumo Gyeong 
2. Compilation Committee Chairman Kim Young-hwi giving the memorial address 
3. FFWPU-Korea Chairman Ryu Kyeong-seuk giving the report prayer 
4. Chief aid Jeong Won-ju reading from Cham Bumo Gyeong 

5. Director Kim Seok-byeong giving the progress report 
6. Compilation Committee Vice-President Lee Jae-seok giving the publication address 
7. Segye Times President Kim Min-ha giving a congratulatory address 
8. True Mother speaking to participating leaders from across the world 
9. Cake-cutting celebrating the publication of Cham Bumo Gyeong 
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Requested to 'Commit to a Strategy to Restore a Nation', Cheon Il Guk Leaders Present a Resolution
For the Cheon Il Guk Leaders Vision 2020 Kickoff Ceremony, held on the 22nd day of 
the 7th month by the heavenly calendar (September 4) at 11 am in the main hall of the 
Cheongpyeong Heaven and Earth Training center, in attendance of True Mother, FFWPU 
International President Moon Sun-jin and International Vice President Park In-Seop, WFWP 
International President Moon Yeon-Ah and Universal Cultural Foundation Chairperson 
Moon Hoon-sook, Regional Presidents from the 13 worldwide regions and church leaders 
from 120 mission countries gathered, a total of 550 people. 

The mission of Cheon Il Guk leaders to restore a nation
At the Kickoff Ceremony, True Parents spoke to the gathered leaders, "All of you are the 
leaders of Cheon Il Guk. I have heard your determination, and I trust you to go forward."
After emphasizing the importance of mission work in Europe, with its longstanding Christian 
foundation, True Mother spoke of Joan of Arc, the young woman who received a revelation 
at the age of 16 and saved her country of France in its battle against Britain, admonishing 
the leaders to have determination for victory in Vision 2020 that is even stronger than the 
determination of Joan of Arc. She continued to point out that "Our Heavenly Parent's and 
True Parents' dream and desire is to embrace all of humankind as their true children. Joan of 
Arc saved her country, but your mission is to save the entire world and fulfill Heavenly Parent's 
and True Parents' dream and desire."
True Mother continued, entreating, "We need to build the kingdom of heaven on earth and 
the kingdom of heaven in heaven that is God's original ideal, with no trace of the fallen world. 
You have a historical and worldwide mission together with True Parents. All of you must keep 
in mind that you are leaders of Cheon Il Guk, who can stand in the position of true filial sons 
and daughters and true subjects, and also true owners who will be admired by all our future 
generations for eternity."
Also, True Mother gave mission guidelines for the continents of Europe and Africa, as well as 
North and South America. In particular in South America, in order to prepare young people 
who can make the foundation for restoring the nations, saying they should focus on activities 
for young people and CARP activities. 
True Mother gave some special guidance regarding Nicaragua, "The providence in Nicaragua 
is very important. Because Nicaragua is the last holdout for communization (in Central and 
South America), True Father worked to support that country even while he was going his 
ordeal at Danbury. Nicaragua was indebted to True Parents for this, and as a show of gratitude, 
Managua National University, located in the capital city, offered an honorary doctorate. The 
providence in Nicaragua must bear fruit."
Finally, True Mother emphasized the importance of restoring nations, "All of the Regional 
Directors and Special Emissaries and Envoys from around the world must invest in a strategy 
for restoring the countries that you are responsible for. I call on all of you to become filial 
sons and daughters and bring pride to Heavenly Parent and True Parents by restoring your 
countries, and through that, you will certainly be able to bring victory in Vision 2020." 

(cont'd on page 5)

1. True Mother speaking at the launching ceremony
2. Dedicating a plaque of gratitude for victoriously completing the 121-nation Peace Road journey 
3. Scene of the Cheon Il Guk Leaders Special Assembly resolution being read 
4. Cheon Il Guk leaders convey their determination to fulfill Vision 2020 in front of True Mother 
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Under the Direction of  True Parents, General Meeting of  
Cheon Il Guk Leaders and Kickoff  Ceremony for Vision 2020
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Plaque of appreciation for Peace Road victory in 21 countries
The Peace Road Victory meeting started with an opening declaration by FFWPU 
International Heaquarters Secretary General Cho Seong-il serving as MC, and 
continued with singing of the Cheon Il Guk national anthem, the Family Pledge, 
report prayer by North America Regional Director Kim Ki-hun, entrance of True 
Parents, bows of respect, presentation of bouquets by Special Emissaries Pak 
No Hi and Moon Nan-young, presentation of a Peace Road 2015-121 Country 
Victory plaque of appreciation by FFWPU International President Moon Sun-
Jin and Vice President Park In-Seop, overall report, reading of testimonies by 
participants, address by True Mother, announcements, three cheers of Og Mansei 
led by Song Yong-cheon, President of the Unification movement in Japan, closing 
announcement and commemorative photographs.
In his report prayer, North American Regional President Kim Ki-hun offered thanks 
and asked for guidance, "We want to express our appreciation for this blessing and 
opportunity to attend our Heavenly Parent and our beloved True Parents of Heaven, 
Earth and Humankind and hold this general meeting and starting ceremony with the 
Cheon Il Guk leaders. Through True Mother's absolute determination to complete 
the work of the providence on the earth, we are moving toward the salvation of 
the 7 billion people on the earth. As we gather here today, may we all inherit True 
Mother's heart and set our own determinations for victory in Vision 2020. Please 
guide all of our Cheon Il Guk leaders so that we may complete our responsibilities."
Meanwhile, FFWPU International President Moon Sun-jin and Vice President Park In-
Seop expressed appreciation to True Parents for the inspiration that led to the victory in 
121 countries in Peace Road 2015, presenting a plaque of appreciation to True Parents. 
During this year's peace road event, 300,000 participants carried flags given to them by 

True Mother as they joined this historical march for peace in 121 countries.

Cheon Il Guk leaders present resolution at special assembly
Representing the international headquarters Cho Seong-il, Secretary General 
gave a progress report at the special assembly of Cheon Il Guk Leaders. Rev. 
Cho explained, "After the 3rd Anniversary of the Universal Seonghwa upon 
the foundation of the status and value of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and 
Humankind, and following Foundation Day, this has been a meaningful time for us 
to deeply understand what is needed to guide the providence and to share strategies 
for the realization of Cheon Il Guk through Vision 2020."
He reported on the program of the special assembly, which started with Moon Sun-
jin's opening message which included a motto of "One Direction" centering on 
True Parents by thinking about the meaning and value of the 3rd Anniversary of 
the Universal Seonghwa, "One Goal" aiming for victory in Vision 2020 and "One 
Heart" through the harmony and unity of the Cheon Il Guk leaders. Following 
that, there were six special lectures, a "Harmony and Unity Sports Festival" to 
build solidarity, singing of praises, "By Singing, We become One," devotions 
in a "Candlelight Prayer Vigil," strategy announcements from the international 
headquarters, and a kickoff ceremony to finish off the special assembly.
Also, all the participants, along with the 13 Regional Presidents, recited a special 
resolution for True Parents, the "2015 Cheon Il Guk Leaders Special Assembly 
Resolution," led by leaders from the central nations for Heaven's providence, 
Lu Kyeng Seuk, FFWPU Korea President, Song Yong-cheon, President of the 
Unification movement in Japan and Kim Ki-hun, Regional President for North 
America, including the recitation of the promise, "We promise to attend the 
victorious True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind and move forward with 

'One Center, One Heart, One Direction, One Goal' to bring victory in VISION 
2020 to build the substantial Cheon Il Guk."
After sharing three cheers of Og Mansei led by Song Yong-cheon, Japanese 
President, True Parents showed a video presentation about the Universal Seonghwa 
3rd Anniversary events prepared the History Compilation Committee, and gave 
copies of the presentation to the leaders on USB, saying "Take this video to every 
country and show it to the members and people in your country to show them what 
we have been doing."

2015 Cheon Il Guk Leaders' Resolution
We Cheon Il Guk leaders gathered from around the world for the 2015 Cheon 
Il Guk leaders' special assembly commemorating the 3rd Anniversary of True 
Father's Universal Seonghwa, promise to go forward with "One Center, One Heart, 
One Direction, One Goal" to bring victory in VISION 2020 in order to build the 
substantial Cheon Il Guk, attending our victorious True Parents of Heaven, Earth 
and Humankind at the center, and we resolve together the following things: 
Resolved, we leaders of Cheon Il Guk will inherit the realm of victory of the True Parents of 
Heaven, Earth and we will follow the path of true leaders heading for Cheon Il Guk.
Resolved, we will unite in attending the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and 
Humankind. United, we will attend the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and 
Humankind as our absolute center and we will follow the way of filial children with 
absolute faith, absolute love and absolute obedience.
Resolved, we leaders of Cheon Il Guk will not participate or agree with any 
unprincipled actions that damage the status or value of the True Parents of Heaven, 
Earth and Humankind, will obey the Cheon Il Guk scriptures and the Cheon Il Guk 
constitution, and will move forward.

1. True Mother receiving a bouquet of flowers 
2. True Mother is warmly welcomed by all as she makes an entrance 
3. Cheon Il Guk special youth emissaries and UPA cadets expressing their resolve to fulfill 
Vision 2020

4. Regional President Kim Ki-hoon of North America giving the report prayer 
5. Secretary-general Cho Seong-il of FFWPUI emceeing the assembly 
6. A complete view of the Cheon Il Guk Leaders Special Assembly Vision 2020 Launching 
Ceremony 
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The 2015 Cheon Il Guk Leaders Special Assembly was held as part of the 3rd 
Anniversary of the Universal Seonghwa of Sun Myung Moon, the True Parent of 
Heaven, Earth and Humankind from the 20th - 22nd days of the 7th month by 
the heavenly calendar (September 2-4) at the Cheongpyeong Heaven and Earth 
Training Center with a total of 550 leaders from 120 nations, including FFWPU 
International President Moon Sun-jin, International Vice President Park In-
Seop and WFWP International President Moon Yeon-ah in attendance. Here 
is a summary of the first day's opening ceremony and the opening address by 
International President Moon Sun-jin.

True Parents' deep heart and providential leadership
As we begin this Cheon Il Guk leaders special assembly, I would like to start by 
offering my deep appreciation and eternal love to our beloved True Parents. Both of 

our True Parents are guiding us toward the path to victory, moving our hearts and 
minds. As we mark the 3rd Anniversary of True Father's Universal Seonghwa, and 
we reflect on True Father's life and accomplishments, it also makes us think about 
True Mother's unconditional love, care, devotion, understanding and her deep 
relationship with True Father. True Parents are absolutely one. They are our unique 
and eternal True Parents!
During the three years since True Father's ascension, as True Mother faced new 
difficulties and challenges, she has carried the incredibly heavy burden of our 
Heavenly Parent's providence. She has overcome all of her physical and emotional 
pain in order to rescue the work of the movement from grief and confusion.
True Mother did not reveal any of her sorrow and she has maintained her absolute 
faith that everyone will complete their 5 percent portion of responsibility and return 
to True Parent's bosom. With her unshakable resolve True Mother has continued 

International President Moon Sun-jin's Welcoming Message at the 2015 Cheon Il Guk Leaders Special Assembly

"Serve the Unique and Eternal True Parents and Complete Your Responsibility 
and Mission as Filial Sons and Daughters“

to move forward without hesitation toward a brighter future for all of our Heavenly 
Parent's children. Through Vision 2020 True Mother has given ongoing courage 
and strength to all the blessed central families and those in the younger generations 
around the world. 
Today also True Mother is giving unlimited love and hope to the 7 billion people 
of the world. I hope that we can all console True Parents, become one so that we 
can heal their painful hearts and become filled with love and joy and march forward 
toward the ideal of one family under our Heavenly Parent.
In order to do this, we must unite and serve True Mother, we must inherit and 
expand True Father's legacy of peace, blessing and love and we must continue 
Unification movement activities and determine to bring victory. There are the three 
responsibilities we must fulfill to become True Parents' filial sons and daughters.

First, we must serve and become one with True Mother
Cheon Il Guk leaders! I ask you to study with prayer the many threads that connect 
True Mother's life course and True Father's life course. You will realize more 
deeply how closely True Mother is connected with True Father. If True Mother's 
absolute place of unity is denied, True Father's absolute value will suffer damage at 
the same time. If we deny either one among our two parents we are denying our own 
life. If we are to become true sons and daughters we must first know our true roots. 
If you say there is no True Father or True Mother, then what are we? Nobody among 
us could receive the Blessing. As all of us, following the words and teaching of True 
Parents, learn the way to become true filial children, we must serve True Mother who 
is here on the earth and become one with her. 
Since none of us are perfect, we must all go through a growth process. There may be 
growing pains as we struggle through the learning ground of love. From time to time 
as we do our best to move forward we may encounter difficulties or differences of 
opinion. This is part of the natural process. We must take care that our differences of 
opinion do not lead to division or collapse. 
When we have a difference of opinion, following True Parents' guidance, we should 
practice true love and maintain a humble attitude. It is more important to work for 
the public goal than your individual goal. If you follow this guideline, you can find a 
way to set up policies to solve differences of opinion between an individual and the 
group and also variances of opinion throughout the Unification movement. Even in 
a difficult or complicated circumstance, if you can find oneness, you can find a way to 
love the people in any situation. 
The true love that True Parents have taught cannot appear in a place of division or 
conflict and the value of the family and true love cannot appear in a place of damage. 
Conflict and division block God's providence. We must establish oneness with 
True Mother and pursue the Heavenly Parent, True Parents, true love, peace and 
forgiveness, and overcome division to pursue oneness. (cont'd on page 6)
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Secondly, we must inherit and expand True 
Father's legacy of peace, blessing and love 
The second thing I want to emphasize is that we must inherit and expand 
True Father's legacy of peace, blessing and love. In order to bring light to the 
world with the fireworks of blessing and love, True Parents invested all of their 
passion, energy and blood, sweat and tears. We must take those holy fireworks 
that our True Parents have given us and witness and practice living for others to 
make those fireworks shine more brightly and more broadly.
The stories of how you came to join the church are very precious. One thing we 
can learn from them is the importance of one-to-one witnessing and devotional 
church life. At the same time, it is also possible to make a deep connection to 
today's younger generations through social networking (SNS).
In order to connect others to True Parents and our worldwide activities you 
need to be able to follow today's trends, along with tradition methods like 
witnessing, promotion, and building a community. You need to be able to share 
True Parents' words through SNS. In this way, you can widen the foundation 
of the Unification movement and connect many people to True Parents and our 
community.
The world is changing quickly. While we maintain a connection to our tradition 
and core identity, we need to assess life in today's world. In particular, as 
religious people, we need to be more creative and innovative to find ways to catch 
the attention of today's youth, the majority of whom are not interested in religion.
True Parents are the source of life that has made it possible to continue 
Unification activities, and True Parents' words and Hoondokhae are precious 
traditions for our families. If we can create a true love culture centering on 

True Parents' tradition, we can give courage and hope to everybody around us. 
If we go forward by inheriting and expanding True Father's legacy of peace, 
blessing and love, we will shine together with True Parents' light.
Third, we must bring results by continuously expanding Unification activities
Thirdly, by continuously expanding Unification activities, we need to bring 
fruits of victory. True Parents have established many providential organizations 
in order to let many people know about Heaven's providence in a short time. 
True Parents' activities certainly do not remain exclusively within the wall of 
religion. They have established works in every field of endeavor in order to 
achieve the vision of "One Family of Humankind Under our Heavenly Parent."
In order to completely achieve this goal, we must continuously expand 
Unification activities and harvest the fruits of victory. In particular, we 
must find professional staff in each field so we can operate our non-profit 
organizations with appropriate management structures and policies, financing, 
human resources management, promotion and planning. 
One of True Mother's great accomplishments is setting the basic structure 
for Cheon Il Guk through the completion of the Cheon Il Guk constitution 
and scriptures, along with the creation of the Cheon Il Guk Supreme Council. 
In addition to this, work is also underway in other areas to prepare for the 
settlement of Cheon Il Guk. All of these are evidence of True Mother's wise 
leadership.
Brothers and sisters! I ask all of you to devote yourselves to fulfilling your 
responsibilities and missions. And beyond that, please make effort to develop 
the Unification community into one family centered on True Parents. Our 
goal is to expand continuous Unification activities on the foundation that True 

Parents have prepared, to bring the fruits of victory and to return glory and joy 
to our True Parents.

Remember our core strengths 
True Parents have invested their passion throughout their whole lives in order 
to accomplish the Will of Heaven. How could they do that? It was because True 
Parents have lived their lives perfectly with absolute faith, absolute love and 
absolute obedience to our Heavenly Parent. True Parents are people who have 
become absolutely and eternally one with our Heavenly Parent.
True Father taught us words of truth during his life on the earth for the 
sake of the liberation of God and the salvation of humankind, and invested 
everything in order to accomplish the work of Heaven. This passion of True 
Parents originated in true love. Without true love, our lives would be dark and 
hopeless. This means that the most precious thing we need to inherit from True 
Parents is True Love.
True love is the essence of true life. We who have inherited true love must 
complete the mission of giving new life. Also, with a sense of vocation we must 
realize Vision 2020 and the substantial Cheon Il Guk. To be able to attend 
True Parents and be here together in our worldwide family community is a 
great blessing. Let us do our best so that our True Father in heaven and our 
True Mother on the earth will be proud of us.
I want to express my appreciation for your love and devotion and sincere efforts 
toward our Heavenly Parent and True Parents. I pray for the eternal blessings 
of our Heavenly Parent and True Parents on your families.  

<Report provided by International Headquarters> 

1. International President Moon Sun-jin and Vice-President Park In-sup receiving bouquets of 
flowers 
2. WFWP International President Moon Yeon-ah and Chief Aid Jeong Won-ju at the Cheon Il Guk 
Leaders Special Assembly 
3. Cheon Il Guk leaders listening to International President Moon Sun-jin 
4. A complete view of the 2015 Cheon Il Guk Leaders Special Assembly opening ceremony
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The 2015 Cheon Il Guk Leaders Special Assembly (or special assembly in short) was 
held from 7.19 – 7.22 (Sept 1 – 4) in Cheongpyeong Heaven and Earth Training 
Center as part of the commemorative events for the Third Universal Seonghwa 
Memorial of Sun Myung Moon, the True Parent of Heaven, Earth and Humankind. 
International President Moon Sun-jin of the Family Federation for World Peace 
and Unification (FFWPU), International Vice-President Park In-sup of FFWPU, 
International President Moon Yeon-ah of the Women’s Federation for World Peace 
and around 550 leaders from 120 nations participated in this special assembly. 
The special assembly was held under the theme, “Let us become true Cheon Il Guk 
leaders that have inherited the substantial words of the True Parents of Heaven, 
Earth and Humankind” and provided a platform through which leaders were able to 
reconsider the providential significance of True Father’s Third Universal Seonghwa 
Memorial, obtain a deeper appreciation and understanding of the stature and value of 
the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind, harmonize and unite centered on 
True Parents, and make the resolution to achieve Vision 2020 for the establishment 
of the substantial Cheon Il Guk. 

Calling the Unification Community to Fulfill Three 

Responsibilities 
The opening ceremony was emceed by Secretary-General Cho Sung-Il of FFWPUI 
and was conducted in the following order of events: the opening remark, the Cheon 
Il Guk anthem, a report prayer by chairman Seuk Jun-ho of the Mission Foundation, 
a welcoming remark by International Vice-President Ahn Jun-seok of FFWPU, 
presentation of a bouquet of flowers, a message by International President Moon 
Sun-jin of FFWPU, a briefing on the purpose of the assembly and on the assembly 
schedule by Secretary-General Cho, three cheers of og mansei by Special Emissary 
Oyamada Hideo and the closing remark.  
In her opening speech, International President Moon Sun-jin explained about 
True Parents’ deep heart for humanity and their dispensational providence for the 
completion of the substantial Cheon Il Guk. After her explanation, she asked leaders to 
complete the three responsibilities we carry as True Parents’ devoted children, saying, 
“For this reason, I want to focus my remarks on three core points that are related to 
our portion of responsibility, and our attendance to True Father, and True Parents at 
this time: 1) Uniting absolutely with and supporting True Mother. 2) Cultivating and 
growing True Parents’ legacy of peace, blessing, and love. 3) Creating success with 
sustainability of the movement.” 
Prior to Sun-jin nim’s address, chairman Seuk Jun-ho offered the report prayer, in 
which he prayed, “As the substantial selves of God, our True Parents achieved final 
unity and bequeathed to us the guidelines of life as a Cheon Il Guk citizen through 
the promulgation of the Cheon Il Guk Consitution and the compilation of the three 
scripture volumes. Please guide us so that we are able to fulfill our mission and role 

as heavenly tribal messiahs as we follow this great path of completing the substantial 
Cheon Il Guk.” 
Vice-President Ahn Jun-seok conveyed his heart of gratitude and respect for True 
Mother as he welcomed all the participating leaders in his welcoming address, saying, 
“At a time when we must guide all people that do not know about True Parents, to the 
position of true children and establish the substantial Cheon Il Guk as soon as possible, 
True Mother called all Cheon Il Guk leaders at this special assembly and provided them 
with the opportunity to strengthen their determination and make fresh starts.” 

Deeper Understanding of True Parents’ Stature, 

Providential Awareness, and Sharing of Vision 
Special lectures, including True Parents’ Stature and Value, the Meaning of the Third 
Universal Seonghwa Memorial and the Providential Dispensation after Foundation 
Day, Vision 2020 Strategy for the Substantiation of Cheon Il Guk, and other lectures, 
were given at the special assembly. 
Chairman Kim Young-hwi of the Cheon Il Guk Assembly gave a lecture titled, “The 
Stature and Value of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind (1).” In 
his lecture, he revealed, “The True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind are 
the only begotten son and daughter of Heavenly Parent, whom He created as the 
unfallen Adam and Eve. They are the Returning Messiah, the Savior and the True 
Parents whom He sent after Jesus Christ. Also, the True Parents of Heaven, Earth 
and Humankind are the first ancestors of humanity that are in complete oneness with 
Heavenly Parent.” He also said, “All fallen people including those in the spiritual 
and physical worlds must become True Parents’ of Heaven, Earth and Humankind’s 
children through the Blessing Marriage. All people in the spiritual and physical worlds 
are brothers and sisters under Heavenly Parent. As Cheon Il Guk citizens, let us 
become one with the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind and work on 
gradually developing Cheon Il Guk.” 
Chairman Ryu Kyeong-seuk gave the lecture titled, “The Meaning of the Third 
Universal Seonghwa Memorial and the Providential Dispensation after Foundation 
Day.” He conveyed his heart of gratitude and respect, saying, “True Father’s third 
universal seonghwa memorial marks the end of the mourning period for Father. 
Humanity, in the position of True Parents’ children, was to offer these mourning 
conditions; yet, True Mother offered them on behalf of all humanity, forgiving and 
loving all people.”
He then gave a providential explanation of today’s era, saying, “The Cheon Il Guk era 
is an era of justice and one attendance for one’s parents. It is an era when we attend our 
Heavenly Parent, and an era when the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind, 
the substantial selves of our Heavenly Parent, leads their dispensational providence. 
Foundation Day is the beginning of True Parents’ of Heaven, Earth and Humankind’s 
new era of providential dispensation.” 

1. International President Moon Yeon-ah of WFWP conveying the flame of the holy candle  
2. Chairman Ryu Kyeong-seuk giving a special lecture 
3. Cheon Il Guk Parliament Chairman Kim Young-hwi giving a special lecture 
4. Secretary-General Cho Seong-il presenting FFWPUI mission strategies 
5. Participants of the Cheon Il Guk Leaders Special Assembly 
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2015 Cheon Il Guk Leaders Special Assembly in Commemoration of the Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial 
Let us become true Cheon Il Guk leaders that have inherited the substantial words of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind 
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True Parents and the Vision of Substantiating 

Cheon Il Guk 
Chairman Song Yong-cheon of Japan gave a lecture titled, 
“Vision 2020 Strategy for the Substantiation of Cheon Il 
Guk.” He said, “After we commemorated Foundation Day and 
entered this substantial era of Cheon Il Guk, our direction and 
destination as the Unification Community became clearer than 
ever. The Unification movement should be able to contribute 
in details to not only the individual and family, but also to the 
tribe, nation and world and thereby prepare a foundation on the 
societal level and an actual foundation for national salvation in 
order to establish Cheon Il Guk.” 
In addition, Prof. Andrew Wilson, Dr. Tyler Hendrics and 
Dr. Yun Yeong-ho gave lectures on the Stature and Value 
of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind. Prof. 
Wilson pointed out that True Mother’s effort were essential in 
completing True Parents’ mission, which is completing Jesus’ 
unfinished work, saving humanity, establishing the foundation 
for God’s Kingdom (Cheon Il Guk), and liberating God. He 
also emphasized that we should be able to revere True Mother 
for completely fulfilling this mission. 
Dr. Hendricks said in his lecture that if we are to follow the 
teachings of the Bible, the Messiah emerges with the authority 
of the Father and then has to meet the person in the position 
of the Mother God, in other words the substantial Holy Spirit, 
and thereby, restore the position of the True Parents. He then 
emphasized that we must clearly know True Mother’s stature 
and authority and correctly understand True Father’s legacy 
and vision for the future. 

Dedication through Praise, Harmony and 

Devotion Cheon Il Guk 
A worship and praise program under the title, “We Are One 
through Praise” was held on the evening of the second day. 
The magnificent and beautiful harmony coming from the 
Cheongshim Choir heated up the hearts of participating leaders 
and deeply moved them as they remembered True Father. 
Jeong Won-ju, chief aid of True Parents, read “A Letter of 
Longing.” She conveyed her heart as she reminisced the days 
when she experienced True Father’s true love and true heart 
at the frontline of the providence while attending him and then 
said the roots of Cheon Il Guk will grow down and bear fruit 
through the unity of True Father in Heaven and that of True 
Mother. Later, Moon Sang-pil, president of CARP Korea, 
read “Father’s prayer” with a heart reverberating his sincerity 
and longing, and expressed his determination to uphold and 
develop True Father’s legacy. 
This praise and worship service was a time of grace for all 
participating Cheon Il Guk leaders in their advance for the 
realization of Vision 2020. Leaders were able to experience 
True Parents’ heart in the fatherland of their faith, a land they 
had dreamt of. They were also able to feel the Cheon Il Guk 
culture of heart and dedicate joy and glory to Heaven through 
the praise and worship service. 
On the third day, a Harmony and Unity Sports Festival was 
held to dedicate harmony to Heaven. The event took place in 
Cheongshim Peace World Center and began as merry field day. 
After lunch, all participants moved to Cheon Jeong Gung where 
they enjoyed games of yut centered on International President 

Moon Sun-jin, at True Parents’ invitation. 
The day was concluded with a candlelight vigil to offer devotion 
to Heaven. The holy candle that True Mother used when 
offering devotion with utmost love for True Father during 
the past three years was conveyed to all special emissaries and 
regional presidents by International President Moon Yeon-ah 
of WFWP. The holy candle that was handed down to all leaders 
encompassed several meanings including those of gratitude, 
repentance, mission, peace, heart, liberation of ancestors in the 
spiritual world and perfection of descendants in the physical 
world, and hope. All Cheon Il Guk leaders become resolved 
to carry this candlelight and illuminate the world with the light 
of true love and to victoriously complete the heavenly tribal 
messiah mission and Vision 2020. 

Expansion of the Substantial Cheon Il 

Guk Foundation in Accordance to the 

Dispensation of the Providence 
Expansion of the Substantial Cheon Il Guk Foundation in 
Accordance to the Dispensation of the Providence 
In the morning of the fourth day, Secretary-General Cho of 
FFWPUI HQs presented FFWPUI strategies prior to the 
resolution and launching ceremony. Mr. Cho first revealed how 
FFWPUI HQs including the Planning and Coordination Office, 
the Administrative Support Department, the Mission Support 
Department and Educational Support Department went through 
some restructuring, quoting True Parents of Heaven, Earth 
and Humankind’s words on it. In the future, the Planning and 

Coordination Office will be in charge of mission planning, plans 
for the training of talented people, research plans, management 
plans and other special plans. 
After reporting on the present state of major global religions, he 
pointed out, “Even if the Unification Church congregation were 
to see explosive growth through witnessing until 2020, it will be 
difficult for it to move to the ranks of religions at the world level. 
Hence, it is necessary for us to establish the foundation of a world-
level religion in order to rapidly convey True Parents’ teachings.” 
He then went on to say, “In order for us to have the stature of a 
world-level religion, we must register with the Korea Conference 
of Religions for Peace (KCRP), the Asian Conference of Religions 
for Peace (ACRP) and the World Conference of Religions for 
Peace (WCRP), and cooperate together strategically. 
Mr. Cho also emphasized making True Father’s Seonghwa into 
a brand and the importance of the mission project of New Media. 
In the future, the International Headquarters and Cheon Gong 
Won plan to form a TFT and establish mission strategies together. 
He also revealed their plans to build a global website. Other than 
this, Mr. Cho also shared on-going contents and plans that were 
made until now regarding the Cheon Il Guk research center, the 
Cheon Il Guk HR Development Center, and the establishment of 
management strategies by the International Headquarters. 
Reports were also given by the Sunhak Peace Prize Committee, 
the regional headquarters, the five organs of Cheon Il Guk, the 
Cheon Il Guk National Assembly and other groups during the 
morning hoondokhae sessions. As for regional reports, special 
emissary Park No-hi of Europe and Special Emissary Yong Jeong-
shik of Asia gave reports on activities in their respective regions. 

<Article provided by the Planning and PR Department> 

1. Special Emissary Pak No-hi of Europe giving a regional report 
2. Special Emissary Yong Jeong-shik of Asia giving a regional report 
3. Dr. Andrew Wilson giving a special lecture
4. Dr. Hendricks giving a special lecture

5. Cheon Il Guk leaders attentively listening to the lectures
6. Cheongshim Choir leading the praise and worship service 
7. Leaders playing yut 
8. A scene of the Harmony and Unification Sports Festival 
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The “Briefing session on the Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial of Sun 
Myung Moon, the True Parent of Heaven, Earth and Humankind” was held 
by the Foundation for the Support of the Holy Spirit Association for the 
Unification of World Christianity (Tongil Group) on 7.22 by the heavenly 
calendar (September 4) at the Crystal Ball Room on the second floor of the 
Lotte Hotel, located in So Gong Dong, Seoul. 
Staring with Eul Dong Kim, a member of the Supreme Council of the 
Saenuri Party, and Tae Ik Jong, the president of the Korean Council of 
Foreign Relations, over 600 VIPs who received invitations from affiliates 
of the Tongil Group, such as the Family Federation for World Peace and 
Unification (FFWPU), and the Universal Peace Federation, participated on 
this day’s event and honored True Parents’ activities and achievements of 
true love and world peace.

Delivering gratitude and respect honoring 
True Father’s lifetime achievements
Yoon Gi Choi, the chairman of Tongil Group, said in his greeting 
address, “The achievements of Rev. Sun Myung Moon were re-
illuminated and re-evaluated through the projects commemorating the 
Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial, such as the Sunhak Peace Prize 
Ceremony, Peace Road 2015, and World Summit 2015. I am grateful 
for this opportunity to report to you about this, and I ask for your warm 
concerns in the future, as well. 
Saenuri Party Supreme Council member Eul Dong Kim said, "Rev. Sun 
Myung Moon said, 'Peace in the Korean Peninsula is the shortcut to world 
peace. He keeps on living with us inside our hearts. Following his will, I have 
worked to maintain the 5th UN Secretariat of the demilitarized zone. I will 
keep on doing my best to realize the work left unfinished by Rev. Moon."  
President Tae Ik Jeong, of the Council of Foreign Relations, expressed his 
respect and longing heart for Rev. Moon in his address saying, "Rev. Sun 
Myung Moon is a world-class religious leader that Korea has produced, 
and he is a person that dedicated his life for peace movements. Rev. Moon 
proposed the construction of the International Peace Highway for the 
realization of a world of peace, and the Peace Road started with this vision, 
centered on the tunnels between Korea and Japan and the Bering Strait. I 
came to know about Rev. Moon's vision for peace after being in touch with 
the International Peace Tunnel Foundation, and his grand vision made my 
heart beat fast. I miss Rev. Moon very much."
President Kyeong Seuk Ryu, of FFWPU-Korea, welcomed the VIPs saying, 

"Thank you for participating in today’s briefing session commemorating 
the Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial of Rev. Sun Myung Moon. Dr. 
Hak Ja Han Moon has supported this event directly and indirectly, and has 
asked me to pass on her gratitude for your attention and participation.”
Out of the various projects commemorating the Third Universal Seonghwa 
Memorial of Rev. Sun Myung Moon, the True Parent of Heaven, Earth and 
Humankind, Rev. Ryu reported in detail about the Main Commemorative 
Event, the First Sunhak Peace Prize Ceremony, the Completion 
Ceremony of Peace Road 2015, and events held by each of the providential 
organizations, and testified to the participants of “True Father’s Life 
towards Peace and Unification.”

Press reports show great interest in the 
Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial
Director Ho Yeol Ahn reported the current situation of the press reports 
concerning the events commemorating the Third Universal Seonghwa 
Memorial. The participants showed great interest in the content shared 
by Director Ahn concerning the press reports of the events held by the 
Unification Movement marking the Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial, 
such as the First Sunhak Peace Prize Ceremony and Peace Road 2015.
The MC of the briefing session that day was Ho Yeol Ahn, director of the 
External Affairs Coordinating Headquarters of the Tongil Group. The 
sequence was the opening declaration, moment of silent tribute, video 
commemorating the Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial, song of praise, 
greeting address by the chairman of Tongil Group, Yoon Gi Choi, words 
of cherish by Eul Dong Kim, Saenuri Party Supreme Council member, 
words of cherish by Tae Ik Jong, the president of the Korean Council of 
Foreign Relations, introduction of activities commemorating the Third 
Universal Seonghwa Memorial by Kyeong Seuk Ryu, the president of 
FFWPU-Korea, and a briefing on press reports by Director Ahn. These 
were followed by a banquet which started with a toast by SunJo Hwang, the 
president of Sun Moon University.
The VIPs who participated in the event had a moment to pay their respects 
to the deceased, watching a video which showed the course that True 
Parents walked for world peace, practicing true love. The Cheon Shim 
Choir touched everyone’s hearts with their performance, which was a 
beautiful medley of the songs “Wake Up,” and Sarang Hae,” “Hol-lo 
Arirang,” and “Omma ya Nuna ya,” which True Parents enjoyed singing.
<Article by Tongil Group External Affairs Coordinating Headquarters>

Over 600 people, including Eul Dong Kim, a member of the Supreme Council of the Saenuri Party, and Tae Ik Jong, 
the president of the Korean Council of Foreign Relations, participated.

1. 인사말을 하고 있는 최윤기 통일그룹 이사장
2. 천주성화 3주년 활동소개를 하고 있는 유경석 한국회장
3. 추모사를 하고 있는 김을동 새누리당 최고위원
4. 추모사를 하고 있는 정태익 한국외교협회장

5. 승리제의를 하고 있는 황선조 선문대 총장
6. 언론보고를 하고 있는 안호열 대외협력본부장 
7. 축가를 부르고 있는 천복궁교회 천심성가대 
8. 천주성화 3주년 기념 보고회 전경
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Reporting session on the Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial of Sun Myung Moon, 
the True Parent of Heaven, Earth and Humankind
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“Love Sharing Joint Worship Service” held in 4 places nationwide (Capital area, 7.30 by the heavenly calendar, Seoul Olympic Fencing Stadium)
“Welcoming Festival for New Members”, 8.7~8 by the heavenly calendar, Capital, Chungbu, Yeongnam and Honam Areas, targeting youth and students

Marking the Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial FFWPU-Korea 
Headquarters prepared a time of repentance, self-reflection, determination 
and revival through a “Love Sharing Joint Worship Service” and 
“Welcoming Festival for New Members.” 
A celebration was held at the CheongShim Peace World Center on 7.17 by 
the heavenly calendar (August 30). This celebration, held under the theme, 
“Connecting the world through peace”, marked the peak of the events 
commemorating the “Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial of Sun Myung 
Moon, the True Parent of Heaven, Earth and Humankind,” that had been 
held for the past 3 months, starting off with “Peace Road 2015”
If the first half of the events held commemorating the Third Universal 
Seonghwa Memorial were centered on True Father’s achievements to 
establish the ideal world of peace, the second half was a period for the 
blessed families to repent and self-reflect on their faith toward God’s 
will, and reaffirm strongly their determination to complete the mission of 
Heavenly Tribal Messiahship.

Love Sharing Joint Worship Service, Love Sharing 

Festival, total of 120,000 participants 
The “Love Sharing Joint Worship Service” will be held at the Seoul Olympic 
Fencing Stadium from 10:30 in the morning this coming 7.30 by the 
heavenly calendar (September 12), centered on the churches in the capital 
area. Consecutively, it is planned to be held in the Yeongnam area (October 
4, Bexco Convention Hall in Pusan), Chungbu area (October 25, Yi Sun-sin 
Stadium in Asan) and Honam area (November 1, Kimdaejung Convention 
Center in Kwangju.)
Thirty-thousand people are expected to participate in this event, and the 
Korean Headquarters is preparing so that the members can share True 
Parents’ life of love and peace with their neighbors, ruminate on the meaning 
of the Universal Seonghwa, and marking the 70th National Liberation Day 
of Korea, become a religion that can heal the pain that this nation is facing. 
They also hope this can become a new beginning and launch, through 
repentance and forgiveness.
Additionally, at this joint worship service in which 22 regions from around 
the nation are to participate, each area will create a joint choir of over 200 
people to praise the nobility and glory of True Parents and open the hearts 
of the blessed families. There will also be a time to inherit True Parents’ 
shimjeong through the reminiscences of many of the past FFWPU-Korea 
presidents.  They are preparing so this can become a place of harmony in 
which first and second generation can become one and carry out the dream 
of the realization of Cheon Il Guk. 

Meanwhile, a Love Sharing Festival is planned to be held sometime in August or 
September, anticipating an expected total of over 90,000 participants which will include 
blessed families, members, ambassadors for peace, new members and local residents. 
On the Sunday of 7.10 by the heavenly calendar (August 23), this Love Sharing Festival 
was enjoyed at Chungbuk Region Cheonju Church, Kwangju Region Kwangju Church, 
East Seoul Region Kwangjin Church, South Kyeonggi Region Pyeongtaek Church and 
Gunpo Church, and Haeyang Region Haeyang Church.
Thorough the Love Sharing Festival that was held, Cheongju Church gave out 10kg 
of rice each to 25 North Korea defector families and 15 multicultural families, totaling 
400kg. Also, Pyeongtaek Church held a “Love Sharing Festival Worship and 6th Praise 
Worship” to inherit True Parents’ tradition and shimjeong, in the form of an open 
worship. Gunpo Church conducted a sisterhood ceremony between second generation 
middle and high school students from Belarus, and local middle and high school students 
in the Gunpo Church. Kwangjin Church shared 12 mal (1 mal ≒ 18 liters) of rice cake 
as part of the “Sharing Rice of Love” event, held under the theme, “Food is Love.” And, 
the Kwangjin chapter of WFWP gave out scholarships to 11 students.

Welcoming Festival for New Members; a chance to settle in 

the church
The “Welcoming Festival for New Members” will be held from 8.7 to 8 by the heavenly 
calendar (September 19~22), in four areas, under the theme, “A happy encounter that 
makes us one in heart! We are a family!” This event will be held to prepare a chance for 
new members to get settled in the church.
This “Welcoming Festival for New Members” will be held at Cheongpyeong Heaven and 
Earth Training Center, Chinhwa Educational Building B (capital area and Chungbu area 
together), Cheonghae Training Center in Yeosu (Honam area), and Gaya Hotel in Seongju 
(Yeongnam area), inviting the new members and their spiritual parents of each area.
Through the various autumn events marking the Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial of 
True Father, FFWPU-Korea is planning to strengthen the foundation for settlement of 
the internal and external environment heading towards the victory of Vision 2020, and 
make a turning point in the providence that will connect to the next 4 years.

<Article by: Witnessing and Education Department>

Love and Share Festival at Gwangshi Church of East Seoul District Scholarship presentations by WFWP-Gwanjin branch 

Second-generation members from Belarus and seonghwa students of Gunpo Church taking a 
commemorative photo after establishing sisterhood and brotherhood ties 

A complete view of the Love and Share Festival at Cheongju Family Church 

Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial… Resolution for the victory of Vision 2020 amidst repentance and rebirth
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World President Yeon Ah Moon explained “Essence of Blessed Family”, and 90 people from 13 continents attended the program
The “Family Education Lecturer Training Program”, sponsored by Family 
Federation for World Peace and Unification World Headquarters and 
co-hosted by the Family Departments of Korean and Japanese Church 
Headquarters, was held from July 18 to 19 by the heavenly calendar (August 
31 to September 1) at Chinhwa Education Hall B of Cheongpyeong Heaven 
and Earth Training Center, attended by more than 90 people including 
family department directors and family workers from thirteen continents 
across the world.
The program, held under the theme “Ideal Family Coaching Lecturer 
Training”, was planned and carried out with the aim of establishing the 
identity of the Blessed Families community, strengthening the capacity of 
local family workers, enhancing the ability to develop ideal family programs 
befitting the locality, and instituting a worldwide standard of procedures and 
forms for international marriage Blessing, among others.

Plans for sustainable management with 

professionalism applauded
The opening ceremony, begun at 9 a.m. on the first day, was 
an orientation session led by Director Jin Heon Yong of World 
Headquarters Education Department and Director Seong Bok Hong 
of the Korean Church Headquarters Family Department, in which the 
participants from each continent were introduced and informed of the 
schedule for the whole program. 
Director Jin Heon Yong revealed, “Until now, we have adhered to a 
one-sided, cramming system of education, but at this time we are able 
to scientifically examine the disposition of the participants using various 
‘tools’, based on which we can compile statistics of ourselves and learn 
what kind of people we are and what others are like and what values we 
uphold.” He next explained the advantage of the program, saying, “When 
you complete this program, you will know how to determine others’ 
dispositions and how you should approach them and speak with them. 
Thus, you will be better able to form good family relationships.”
In the next session titled “Journey to find my heart”, Director Young 
Sook Shin of “I We Family Consultation Center” taught a family 
education program using videos, Blessing satisfaction surveys, self-
respect questionnaires, and activities journals. Director Shin said, 
“Seeing Blessed Families who should be living in happiness instead living 
in conflict, I felt so bad that I created this couples’ program.” She went 
on to emphasize, “You need to know about yourself and respect your 
spouse’s individual character and natural disposition, and make efforts to 
understand them.”
In addition, Professor Byeong Il Choi of Sun Moon University taught a 

self-discovery program under the title, “Understanding myself and the 
family”, in which he gave a lecture on how to analyze one’s propensities 
and manage one’s family, and Rev. Chang Soo Yang of Cheon Bok Gung 
Church gave a lecture titled “Identity of Blessed Families”, through 
which he emphasized that “in the Unification Church, the concept of 
salvation means the perfection of true family” and that “the love between 
husband and wife is the parent body in constructing Cheon Il Guk”.

We should form families wherein Heavenly 

Parent can dwell
On the second day, the programs were taught in the order of Professor 
Byeong Il Choi’s “Making a love bankbook”, Rev. Chang Soo Yang’s 
“Absolute sex of husband and wife”, and Director Young Sook Shin’s 
“Heart-to-heart communication between husband and wife”, “Conversation 
techniques” and “Family planning for happy ideal families”.
Professor Byeong Il Choi stressed the importance of communication in 
bringing about changes in a relationship, and Rev. Chang Soo Yang explained 
about the meaning and value of absolute sex as seen from the words of True 
Parents. Next, Director Young Sook Shin said, “Through communication, 
you need to recognize the various misunderstandings and errors you have and, 
by understanding and sympathizing with your spouse’s feelings, you should 
continue to strengthen the trust you have for each other.”
World President Yeon Ah Moon of Women’s Federation for World Peace 
emphasized the “importance of traditions and lineage centered on True 
Parents” through her closing address, and expressed her gratitude and 
respect with the words, “In the course of history, only True Parents and no 
one else have bequeathed everything of our Heavenly Parent to us.”
She next pointed out, “The Blessing bestowed on us by True Parents 
signifies more than the happiness between a man and a woman. We, who 
have received the Blessing, need to live our lives attending our Heavenly 
Parent and True Parents at all times.” She next gave a testimony about True 
Mother, saying, “When True Mother meets someone or sees beautiful 
natural scenery, and even when she is about to take a meal, she thinks about 
our Heavenly Parent and Their hard work. Rather than simply looking 
at a certain phenomenon, she thinks about its more essential aspect and 
connects it to Heaven.”
Lastly, she said to the participants, “When a member of your family is lacking 
in some way, you are bound to do everything you can to help, understand and 
support them and to minister to their wants. I hope that the family workers 
who have come here from around the world will return to their countries with 
such a heart, and dedicate themselves to look after the Blessed Families and 
Church members.” <Article provided by Family Department>
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Family Education Lecturer Training Program held under Theme “Ideal Family Coaching Lecturer Training”

1. WFWP International President Moon Yeon-ah speaks at the closing 
ceremony
2. Director Yong Jin-hun of FFWPUI speaking at the opening ceremony
3. Hong Seong-bok, director of the Family Department at the Korean 
Headquarters, speaking 

4. Blessed Family Department directors and family lay ministers from 
across the world 
5. Group photo taken after the training program for lecturers on family 
education 
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The capacity strengthening program, which has played 
the role of a powerful engine in the growth of the Korean 
Church, the central nation of the Providence, was 
introduced to church leaders from across the world through 
the “Church Growth Conference” held on July 22 by the 
heavenly calendar (September 4).
Korean President Gyeong Seok Yu of the Family 
Federation for World Peace and Unification (hereinafter 
FFWPU) instructed that a conference be hosted, where 
Cheon Il Guk special emissaries and foreign church 
leaders can experience and share the core program that 
enhanced the aspect of capacity, from among the three 
great reforms (organization, capacity, environment) 
promoted during the last three years for the victory of 
Vision 2020 and the growth of Korean Church.
Thereupon, the Witnessing and Education Department 
(Director In Seon Shin) opened the church growth conference 
from July 22 to 24 by the heavenly calendar (September 4 to 
6) at Chinhwa Education Hall B of Cheongpyeong Heaven 
and Earth Training Center. The hundred or so participants, 
consisting of Cheon Il Guk special emissaries, missionaries 
and foreign church leaders, can choose one of two programs 
every day to personally see and experience the local-centered 
examples in their most vivid forms.
The opening ceremony, held on the first day at 1:30 
p.m., was begun with the opening declaration by the MC, 
Assistant Director Joon Lee of Witnessing and Education 
Department, followed by the offering of bows, the singing of 

Cheon Il Guk anthem, a report prayer by Regional Director 
In Young Song of Daegu Regional Headquarters, a speech 
and benediction by Director In Seon Shin, and the closing 
declaration.
Director In Seon Shin premised in his opening address, “In 
order to make the world know about True Parents, who have 
come as the Savior, the Messiah, and the King and Queen 
of Peace, and to witness others to become our Church 
members, we desperately need to have a systematic structure 
and program based on the Word.” He then introduced the 
conference, “What the Korean Church wishes to share with 
the world church leaders through this conference of two 
nights and three days is the very best of programs that have 
been developed, verified, and utilized on site. I hope that, 
during this period of time, you will be able to share your 
deepest thoughts and sympathize with one another for the 
construction of the substantial Cheon Il Guk”.
The programs for “Witnessing Center System (Daegu 
Regional HQ)” and “Witnessing Enrooting and Education 
(Headquarters Church HQ)” was given on the first day of 
the conference, the “CIG Witnessing School (Northern 
Gyeonggi Province Regional HQ)” and “Hoondok Family 
Church (Ulsan Church)” on the second day, and “Cheon Il 
Guk Witnessing System (South Choongcheong Province 
Regional HQ)” and “New Tribal Messiah Leader School 
(Professor Young Hwan Gil of Sun Moon University)” 
on the third day. <Article provided by Witnessing and 
Education Department >

Korean Church’s growth program attracted attention of churches around the world, and 
was experienced and shared by foreign church leaders

2015 Church Growth Conference for Third Anniversary of 
Cosmic Seonghwa hosted

The “2015 third anniversary of Cosmic Seonghwa holy grounds 
pilgrimage by world representative families” was carried out from July 
22 to 24 by the heavenly calendar (September 4 to 6) under the theme, 
“Following the footsteps of True Parents from Beomnatgol to Cheon 
Jeong Gung”, participated by 22 representative families from Korea 
and 22 representative families from the world, making up a total of 88 
participants.
The 22 representative families from Korea who participated in the 
holy grounds pilgrimage were chosen, one each from every regional 
headquarters, from among the Blessed Families who have set an 
example before others in leading a life of faith, including attending 
Sunday Service and giving offerings, and who have witnessed to at least 
three people and Blessed three couples during the last three years. As 
for the 22 representative families from the rest of the world, the number 
of families to be chosen were allotted to each continental headquarters, 
to be selected from among the Blessed Families who lead exemplary life 
of faith.
The holy ground pilgrimage, hosted by the Korean Headquarters of 
the Family Federation for World Peace and Unification (hereinafter 
FFWPU), was planned to provide an opportunity for the representative 
families to follow the Providential footsteps of True Parents, in order to 
inherit the heart of True Parents and pledge to fulfill their mission as new 
tribal messiahs. At the same time, the representatives were invited as 
couples, so that husbands and wives can take this journey of faith together 
and be given a chance to hold deeper, more heartfelt conversations and to 

walk the path of faith together as more mature couples.
Before setting out on the pilgrimage, Team One held the opening 
ceremony at Busan Church of Busan Regional HQ and Team Two at 
Yeosu Church of Haeyang Regional HQ. Vice-president Hyeon Young 
Lee of FFWPU said at the opening ceremony held at Busan Church, “It 
has been three years since the Cosmic Seonghwa. The vision and ideals 
that True Father has given us have now become our responsibility.” He 
went on to explain the meaning of the pilgrimage, saying, “From now on, 
when we offer prayers we need to report how much we have accomplished 
in carrying on with the unfinished work left by True Father. We should set 
out on this holy grounds pilgrimage today with such a heart.”
Director Seung Man Bang said at the opening ceremony held at Cheong 
Hae Training Center, “Cheong Hae Training Center and the Yeosu 
region are historic sites where True Parents have offered devotions in the 
form of Hoondokhwe for 23 hours and forty minutes and also through 
fishing, as they fought against the rough waves, for the overall completion 
of the Ocean Providence.” Introducing the place as such, he added, “I 
hope that representative families from around the world can experience 
the deep love of True Parents for humanity at this place, and become true, 
filial sons and daughters in the age of substantial Cheon Il Guk.”
The Korean Church Family Department in charge of the pilgrimage 
divided the nine major holy grounds across Korea into two pilgrimage 
courses, appropriate to the schedule of two nights and three days and the 
objectives of the pilgrimage, so that each pilgrimage team can visit six holy 
grounds. <Article provided by Family Department>

22 families each from the world and from Korea pledged to inherit the heart of 
True Parents and fulfill their given mission

2015 Third Anniversary of Cosmic Seonghwa Holy Grounds Pilgrimage by 
World Representative Families

Group photo taken after the opening ceremony of the 2015 Church Growth Conference in Commemoration of the Third Universal Seonghwa Memorial 

1. Group photo taken after the opening ceremony in Busan Family Church 
2. The 1st holy ground pilgrimage team taking a commemorative photo at No 1 holy 
ground – Beom Net Gol – in Busan
3. The 2nd holy ground pilgrimage team taking a commemorative photo at the Blue 
Sea Training Center 
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